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What are Zones of Regulation?

• The Zones of Regulation is a framework which supports children to regulate their 

emotions.

• There are four coloured zones – green, blue, yellow and red. Each coloured zone 

has emotions associated with it which children can use to reflect on how they are 

feeling.

• It is important to be clear with the children there is no ‘bad’ zone.

• We using this language with visual supports in school to support all children to 

regulate their emotions.
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The Red Zone is used to describe extremely heightened states of alertness and intense emotions. A 

person may be elated or experiencing anger, rage, devastation, or terror when in the Red Zone.

The Yellow Zone is also used to describe a heightened state of alertness and elevated emotions, however 

one has more control when they are in the Yellow Zone. A person may be experiencing stress, frustration, 

anxiety, excitement, silliness, the wiggles, or nervousness when in the Yellow Zone. 

The Green Zone is used to describe a calm state of alertness. A person may be described as happy, 

focused, content, or ready to learn when in the Green Zone. This is the zone where optimal learning 

occurs. 

The Blue Zone is used to describe low states of alertness and down feelings such as when one feels sad, 

tired, sick, or bored.
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Examples of The Zones of Regulation

Blue Zone
Sad
Sick
Tired
Moving slowly

Green Zone
Happy
Calm
Feeling ok
Focused
Ready to Learn

Yellow Zone
Frustrated
Worried
Silly/wiggly
Excited
Loss of some control

Red Zone
Mad/angry
Terrified
Yelling/hitting
Elated
Out of control



Examples of The Zones of Regulation
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Examples of The Zones of Regulation
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How to use them

These become part of the everyday language when talking to children about feelings. We use them 

more explicitly during:

• Check ins with children in school and on the playground.

• In every day conversations with the children.

• During restorative justice conversations on the playground.

• When we might see difficulties in regulation beginning to show in any situation.
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How to use them
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DO

• Repeat often

• Use Zones check ins

• Stress that our Zone is on 

the inside

• “Own Your Zone”

• Personalise the zones.

DON’T

• Only teach Zones as a concept

• Suggest any Zone is worse than 

another

• Use it as a script

• Persist with the Zones with a 

child who is becoming escalated



What to do next

Each zone has suggestions of activities or tools to change or prolong the time in 

a zone


